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Industry Trends 
& Challenges



Rising Cost of Compliance Regulatory Scrutiny Beyond Financial Services Cryptocurrency Boom

Increasing Regulatory Complexity Eyes on Customer Experience Moving to the Cloud

The Pandora Papers underscored the poor regulation 
of many designated non-financial businesses 

and professions (DNFBs).

Regulatory scrutiny of DNFBPs and their approach 
to financial crime compliance is likely to increase.

The crypto ecosystem will face increasing regulatory 
scrutiny in efforts to prevent illicit activity 

By the end of July 2021, CipherTrace research 
revealed major crypto thefts, hacks and frauds 

totalled $681M.

Geopolitical events are causing a surge 
in regulator activity beyond just financial 

sanctions, including sectoral sanctions, export 
controls, embargoes and financial messaging all 
being imposed, often at different times. Recent 
European Commission proposal for a regulation 

on instant euro credit transfers and PSD3.

Covid-19 put significant pressure on banks 
to adopt cloud technology.

In 2020, Google Cloud Study found 83% of surveyed 

financial services companies reported deploying 

cloud technology as part of their primary computing 
infrastructures.

Many organizations fail to see how improving customer 
experience can create value. And despite their efforts, many 

struggle to understand what really drives this. McKinsey 
research revealed that improving the customer experience 

was able to increase sales revenues by 2 to 7% and 
shareholder return by 7 to 10%

Financial crime compliance costs continue to 
increase year-over-year, largely driven by labour. 

According to our Global True Cost of 
Compliance 2020 report, the projected total cost 

of compliance across financial institutions 
worldwide is $213.9 billion, up from $180.9 

billion the previous year.

Context and mega-trends



Complex and ongoing 
manual KYC and AML 
due diligence 
processes

Ever-changing fraud 
and anti-money 
laundering regulations

Siloed operations and 
incomplete records that 
cause unnecessary 
duplication and false 
positives

Accelerating 
digitalization of the 
global financial 
ecosystem

Lengthy onboarding 
checks that lead to 
poor customer 
experience

Financial crime risk and regulations shift constantly. Both demand the operational agility to adapt. 
Reflecting changes in strategy typically involves technical resources, incurring delays and cost.

Customer onboarding challenges



IDV

Credit & Government 
Agencies

CRA Data

Email Intelligence

Address Verification

Exclusion Lists

Case Management

KYC/KYB DOCS
APPLICATION 

FRAUD
TRANSACTION 

FRAUD
AML

Juggling multiple systems often creates disconnected risk signals, customer friction and inefficiencies, increasing 
acquisition costs and compliance burden, while generating technical debt and lost business from false positives. 

Business Verification 

Company Registries

Enhanced Due Diligence

Customer Due Diligence

Case Management

Facial Recognition

Biometrics

Document Checks

Case Management

Artificial Intelligence

Machine Learning

Decisioning

Digital Identity

Case Management

Politically Exposed 
Person

Affordability

Machine Learning

Behaviour Analytics

Digital Identity

Case Management

PEPs & Sanctions

Watchlists & Adverse 
Media

Enforcements

State Owned Entity

Risk Ratings

Case Management

Separate Case 
Management 

Separate Billing 
Points

Multiple API 
Integrations

Before inception: A typical siloed approach to onboarding customers



Risk Orchestration

A total approach to customer 
onboarding and ongoing risk 
management 

From seamless user journeys to automated workflows for managing 
KYC, AML, fraud, transaction monitoring and more, Risk 
Orchestration enables businesses to make better risk decisions 
throughout the customer lifecycle, all through a single API and 
unified platform environment.



Risk Orchestration Solution

Rules Audit Batch Upload

Account 
Management

Scorecards Data Cloud 
App Store

Referral 
Management

Case 
Management

Orchestration Machine 
Learning

Hosted 
Screens

ML 
Development

SLA 
Management

Journey Managed 
Screens

Teams 
Management

Network 
Analysis

MI Suite Security

Task 
Management

Identity 
Verification

Business 
Verification

Documents &
Biometrics

Application 
Fraud

AML Risk 
Screening

Transaction 
Monitoring

Capabilities

Solutions

Desktop/Web

Broker

Mobile App

POS

Rest API

SDKs

User Portal

Managed 
Onboarding 

Screens

Delivery Channels

Unified Score

Case Management

Solution: a unified onboarding and fraud prevention platform built to 
deliver a single, dynamic view of risk throughout the customer journey
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Customer Verification - KYC

Business Verification - KYB

Document Verification

Fraud Detection 

AML Screening

Transaction Monitoring

• Using a single API provides leading data 
sources, from LexisNexis® Risk 
Solutions and other third-party service 
providers – fully configured to your 
workflow.

• The decision engine pulls data and risk 
signals from all the various services to 
create a fully normalised view.
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Modular and flexible: Drag and drop 
datasets and services from the App Store, 
and configure in no-code interface 



Superior data 
and services 

No-code         
configuration

Simplify the 
assessment of risk

One engine, 
not many

Go live within days with an 
easy and intuitive restful 
application programme 
interface (API) allowing 
rapid integration, rather 
than weeks of 
development.

Easy integration

Eliminate the complexity of 
managing multiple vendor 
integrations. Incorporate 
all your onboarding and 
risk management 
processes within a single 
unified platform.

‘Drag and drop’ leading 
data, rules and models 
from LexisNexis® Risk 
Solutions and other third-
party providers into a 
journey builder with no 
need for IT intervention.

Simplify the assessment of 
risk at events across the 
user journey by using the 
RiskNarrativeTM

orchestration platform to 
define which signals are of 
interest per event and 
defining policies at each 
event level. 

Set up or make changes to 
an onboarding journey 
using natural language, 
including tailored 
decisioning, without the 
costs and delays 
associated with 
programming.

How Risk Orchestration can help



Platform Principles
• No-code configuration

• Natural language

• ‘Drag and drop’ services and apps

• Intuitive interface

• Easy integration

Data and Services
• Internal / third party data sources

• Document capture and biometrics

• Consortium

• Audit trail

• Reporting and management 
information

Decisioning
• Unified score

• Persistent risk scoring

• Referral and case management

• Machine learning models

The Engine

A single, unified decision engine: one robust, high-confidence outcome

Place the weight of compliance on risk engine, not on your team and 
customers



How Risk 
Orchestration
works



Deployment options

• Meet ever changing compliance obligations by leveraging industry-leading 
databases, comprehensive due diligence attributes and individual reports 

• Authenticate identities with question-based authentication generated by 
data linking technology that combines instant access to billions of public 
records

• Combine with powerful screening against government issued sanctions, 
politically exposed persons and adverse media content  

Identity Verification

Solutions: KYC KYB Document 
Verification

Fraud 
Detection

AML 
Screening

Transaction 
Monitoring



Deployment options

Solutions: KYC KYB Document 
Verification

Fraud 
Detection

AML 
Screening

Transaction 
Monitoring

Business Verification
• Simplify the onboarding workflow with instant access to global 

company profiles and beneficial owners

• Combine with powerful screening against government issued 
sanctions, politically exposed persons and adverse media content 

• Enhance due diligence for high-risk entities with comprehensive 
attributes and business reports



• Authenticate passports, national ID cards, driving licenses and 
more or request further identity documents as required 

• Easily flow between multiple document and biometric solutions 
to increase match rates

• Stay ahead of financial crime trends with technology built to learn

Deployment options

Solutions: KYC KYB Document 
Verification

Fraud 
Detection

AML 
Screening

Transaction 
Monitoring

Document and Biometric Checks



Deployment options

• Leverage fraud signals across devices, digital identities, past 
behaviours and more in order to spot high risk signals

• Access location intelligence to detect the use of VPNs and 
proxies

• Enhance local intelligence by connecting to the           
LexisNexis® Digital Identity Network® and gain insights 
from over 78 billion global transactions a year

Solutions: KYC KYB Document 
Verification

Fraud 
Detection

AML 
Screening

Transaction 
Monitoring

Fraud Detection
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• Connect to leading watchlists that are updated continuously  
covering PEPs, sanctions and adverse media

• Harness next-gen filtering technology to improve true matching 
and minimise manual reviews

• Combine AML screening with ID verification for more streamlined 
onboarding and compliance management

Solutions: KYC KYB Document 
Verification

Fraud 
Detection

AML 
Screening

Transaction 
Monitoring

AML Risk Screening

Deployment options



• Identify anomalous activity at an individual, account or organizational level, 
as the transaction occurs.

• Screen international payments using beneficiary intelligence and sanctions 
screening to build robust transactional risk scores.

• Set triggers and alerts when thresholds are met to identify ongoing AML risk 
and help meet regulatory obligations.

Solutions: KYC KYB Document 
Verification

Fraud 
Detection

AML 
Screening

Transaction 
Monitoring

Transaction Monitoring

Deployment options



Transaction Monitoring: missing suspicious activities and potential risks 
introduces long-term business ramifications



Summary



Risk Orchestration helps solve costly legacy challenges caused by siloed customer onboarding operations by unifying 
multiple risk management and compliance workflows throughout the customer journey within a single API and platform 
environment.

Unify financial crime and 
fraud prevention strategies 
in an easy to configure 
environment

Future proof your 
financial crime 
defenses as you grow 

Acquire customers through 
safer and smoother 
onboarding

Utilize orchestration 
technology to reduce cost 
and inefficiencies by 
standardizing risk signals

Whether you are a global financial leader or a modest ecommerce startup, Risk Orchestration 
connects you to the answers you need to prevent financial crime and fraud in today’s digital 
economy. 

Built to grow and adapt with your business



Risk Orchestration case study Ikano Bank
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